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This thesis presents the analysis of circular microstrip antenna using the 
spectral domain method. This method is a full wave analysis which rigorous 
solves the electromagnetic boundary value problem by retaining all the field 
components. The surface electric field and surface current density are related 
by a Green's function in the spectral domain. Moment method is employed 
to determine the radiation characteristics. 
Microstrip antennas on a planar surface and a spherical curved surface 
are examined using this method. For the planar case, the effects of a superstate 
(cover) and of an air-gap on the resonant frequencies and Q-factors of a circular 
microstrip antenna are studied. Hankel transform domain method is applied, 
this spectral domain approach formulates the dyadic Green's function of a 
double-patch structure rigorous. The Green's functions of both type of microstrip 
antennas with a superstate and with an airgap can be derived from the Green's 
function the double-patch structure by assigning specific values to the parameters. 
A homogeneous matrix equation is then obtained by applying the Galerkin's 
procedure. The matrix equation is solved numerically and the solution is the 
complex resonant frequency of the structure. The natural resonant frequency 
as well as the bandwidth can be derived from this complex resonant frequency. 
In evaluating the elements of the matrix equation, special attention is paid on 
the singularities, branch point and surface wave poles. Deformation of integration 
path and extraction of pole have been considered. 
The radiation characteristics of a circular microstrip antenna mounted on 
a spherical surface is also studied. Before applying the rigorous spectral domain 
method, simple cavity model theory together with spherical harmonics expansion 
are employed to solve the far field radiation patterns. This method produces 
no information about the substrate effect on the radiator characteristics and 
therefore is accurate only when the thickness of the dielectric substrate is thin 
and the permittivity of the dielectric is low. The effects of dielectric thickness 
and the dielectric permittivity is then determined by the rigorous spectral domain 
method. In this approach, a new Vector Legendre Series is defined to solve 
both the complex resonant frequencies and the far field radiation patterns. The 
rigorous formulas obtained by the spectral domain method converge to that 
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The advent of microwave integrated circuit in the last decade has resulted 
in demanding for compact antennas which are compatible with integrated 
electronics. Microstrip antennas are now largely used in this area due to their 
intrinsic advantages such as low profile, low weight and conformable to curved 
surfaces. 
Although the concept of microstrip antenna was proposed by Deschamps 
[1] in 1953, no practical antenna had been fabricated until a better theoretical 
model and low loss dielectric substrate was developed in early 70s'. 
In the early development phase, the analysis of microstrip antenna is based 
on various approximation methods [2,3]. Among those methods, cavity model 
theory [2] seems to be one of the best. In this theory, microstrip antenna is 
treated as a cavity bounded by a magnetic walls along the edges and by 
electric walls on the conductors based on qualitative arguments. The arguments 
are stated as follow: 
(i) The close proximity between the patch and the ground plane (on the 
• > . x-y plane ) suggests that E has only the z-component and H has only 
the xy-components in the region bounded by the patch and the ground 
plane. 
(ii) The fields in the aforementioned region are independent of the z-coordinate 
for all frequencies of interest. 
1-1 
(iii) The electric current on the patch must have no component normal to 
the edge at any point on the edges, implying a negligible tangential 
component of H along the edges. 
Based on these arguments, the radiation patterns and input impedance of 
a microstrip antenna can easily be determined. This approximate method can 
provide satisfactory results when the substrate thickness is relatively thin 
compared to the operating wavelength. 
However, it is well known that the bandwidth of the antenna can be 
increased by increasing the thickness of the dielectric substrate [5], and the 
frequency of operation is increased continuously. In these applications, the 
validity of the above arguments is doubtful. In addition, some modifications 
of a single patch antenna in practice made these approximate methods inadequate. 
The modified configurations include stacking of antennas [6,7], 
superstrate-substrate structure [8-10] and tuning the operating frequency of an 
antenna using an airgap [11]. 
Hence, there is a definite need for an accurate full wave analysis method 
for microstrip antenna. Full wave analysis means the process of rigorous solving 
the electromagnetic boundary value problem by retaining all the field components. 
The full wave analysis is developed by many authors [4,12-16] to formulate 
the microstrip antenna problem accurately. The first one was presented by Itoh 
in [12], where the dyadic Green's function in spectral domain is obtained under 
the hypothesis of planar sources located at the air-dielectric interface. Galerkin's 
method is used to evaluated the complex resonant frequency. In other work 
[15,16]，the vertical fed ( coaxial fed ) is also studied. However, the numerical 
computation is more complex when the vertical fed is included. 
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In this thesis, full wave analysis with the hypothesis of planar excitation 
(denoted as spectral domain method ) is employed to solve some problems 
of circular microstrip antenna on planar and curved surfaces. 
In the former part, both superstrate-substrate structure and microstrip 
antenna with an airgap are considered. As there is a certain similarity between 
these configurations, a more general system which is a double-patch structure, 
is first studied using the spectral domain method. A dyadic Green's function 
is obtained by subjecting the boundary conditions to the fields across the 
interfaces. Then, the dyadic Green's functions of the microstrip antenna covered 
by a superstrate ( superstrate-substrate structure ) and of the microstrip antenna 
with an airgap can be derived with some specifications on to the dyadic Green's 
function of the double-patch system. A homogeneous matrix is derived by 
applying Galerkin's method which is a special case of the moment method. 
The matrix equation is solved numerically with considerations on the singularities: 
branch point and surface-wave poles which account for the radiation and surface 
wave losses of the antenna respectively. 
In the latter part, a circular disk microstrip antenna mounted on a metallic 
sphere is analysed. Before applying the rigorous method, cavity model theory 
is employed to approximate the field under the patch. The far field radiation 
patterns of the antenna are then evaluated by the use of spherical harmonics 
with the equivalent magnetic currents as the radiation sources. This method 
provides no information about the substrate effect on radiation characteristics. 
After using the simple approximate approach, the far field radiation patterns, 
Q-factors and resonant frequencies are calculated by spectral domain method. 
A new vector Legendre series is introduced for this rigorous method. It should 
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be mentioned that vector transforms and series had been proved to be successful 
in reducing the complexity of formulating some vector electromagnetic problems 
[17,18]. The rigorous formulas obtained by the spectral domain method converge 
to that derived by the cavity model when the dielectric substrate thickness is 
reduced to zero. 
3-4 
2 
J^nafysis of ！Microstrip antenna on a p[anar surface 
In practical applications, microstrip antenna offer many advantages such 
as low profile, light weight, low cost and conformable to curved surfaces. On 
the other hand, microstrip antenna also possesses a number of disadvantages. 
Narrow bandwidth is a particularly severe limitation so that a considerable 
effort is devoted to increasing the frequency agility of the antenna. One of 
the approaches is designing an antenna which can be tuned over a range of 
operating frequency so that the same antenna can be used for several channels. 
It can be achieved by utilizing an adjustable airgap. In the paper by Dahele 
and Lee [11]，cavity model theory is used to evaluate the resonant frequency 
as well as the input impedance of a microstrip antenna with an airgap. By 
comparing the experimental data and theoretical results, good agreement was 
observed. However, the limitations of cavity model theory make it difficult to 
analyze the antenna with a wider airgap. Therefore, a more rigorous method 
is desirable. 
On the other hand, superstrate dielectric layer is often added on top of 
a microstrip antenna to protect the patch from environmental hazards such as 
rain and snow. Recently, it was found experimentally that a dielectric superstrate 
on a rectangular patch antenna decreases the resonant frequency significantly 
[8]. For this reason, to develop an accurate theoretical method is of considerable 
interest. 
In this chapter, the Hankel transform analysis [6,14] is employed to 
calculate the resonant frequency and half power bandwidth of a microstrip 
2 - 1 
ameniia with a siiperstrate and then with an airgap. Due to the similarity of 
these two configurations, a double-patch system is considered first. A Green's 
function which relates the two surface electric field components and the two 
surface current components in the spectral domain is derived. The Green's 
functions of the superstate and of the airgap configuration can be deduced 
from the results of the double-patch configurations. 
The double-patch system is analysed in section 2.1 and the formulations 
of Green's functions with a superstate and with an airgap are given in 
section 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. 
2 - 2 
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"Dijadic green 's function formuCation of douSU-patcfi system 
In Fig. 2-1, the coordinate system as well as the double-patch configuration 
are given. In this configuration, a parasitic patch is placed on top of a conventional 
microstrip patch antenna, and these two patches are separated by an airgap. The 
dielectric constants of the lower and upper dielectric substrates are and 




Fig. 2-1 Geometry of the double-patch system and the cylindrical coordinates 
The configuration can be separated into four stratified layers: 
Region 1 : Q < z < d ^ 
Region 2 : d^ < z < d^+h 
Region 3 : d^+h < z < d^+d^+h 
Region 4 : d^di+h < z 
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Owing to the cylindrical symmetry of the patches, it is simpler to use 
cylindrical coordinates and then the field components are expressed in terms of 
cylindrical waves. 
2.1.1 Field components 
From the Maxwell's equations, it can be shown that the axial-field 
components satisfy the scalar Helmholtz equation [19 
VV + ^ V = 0 (2-1) 
Therefore, the axial field in each layer can be expressed in terms of 
cylindrical waves with unknown spectral amplitudes. 
In region 1 through 3, both forward and backward travelling waves are 
required. Then, the axial components in these regions are expressed as 
广o  
£z,(p，(!)，z) = 一j�[左z,i(oOsin(pz) + £ J a ) c o s ( p z ) ] / “ a p ) a ^ a 
代/p，中，z) = 一 ” [H^^ia)sin(pz) + / / (a)cos(pz)]/,(ap)cx^a 
(2-2) 
where /=1,2，3 and 
3 = Pi = in region 1 
3 = p � =如 i n region 2 
3 = p2 = VcoVoEs-oc^ in region 3 
( 2 - 3 ) 
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The function and f l � � o ) are unknowns which will be determined by 
subjecting the fields to boundary conditions. 
The presence of the ground plane in region 1 ( at z二0 ) can be used to 
eliminate two unknown coefficients. 
At z=0 
d 
g 民 i ( P � 巾 二 0 
代 i(P，•，z) = 0 ( 2 - 4 ) 
or ^.Jcc) cos(piz) + E J a ) sin(p,z) = 0 
Hence， £ (a) = 0 
= 0 (2-5) 
Similarly, in region 4，there is only a forward travelling wave as this region 






~P，中，z) = 一 j�[左勺i(a)sin(p�(z - 灿 + £ J o 0 c o s ( p � ( z -柳人 ( a p ) a ^ ( x 
f oo 
/ y p A z ) = 一 J � [ / ? Joc)sin(p�(z - 仙 + J cOcos (p�(z -柳人 (ocp)a^a 
广oo 
�(P，中，z) = 一 J � - + - d , - h ) ) ] U a p ) a d a 
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广oo 
//:3(p，(t),z) = ^^""”�[/? Ja)Sin(p2(z -d,-h)) + H^Ja)cos(p2(z —d�h W^{ap)aiia 
£;>，(|)，z) = 一 厂 也 H � � - \ ( a p ) a ^ a 
Jo 4 
/z/p，(D，z) 二一 厂� - A )人 ( o c p ) a ^ a ( 2 - 6 ) 
Jo 
In cylindrical coordinates, the transverse field components can be expressed 
in terms of axial field components with the following equations [20" 
互 ' = 悬 豆 z + ) 规 X 互J (2 — 7) 
where 嗜 + 务 ( 2 - 8 ) 
In region 1，the transverse components are 
Z7 , . 、 「一y.P 产 sin(piz 武 i((X) 
£,i(p，(M) = Jo [人-i(ccp)+人+ i(ap)] 
+ 2 [人-1 (ocp)-人 +1 (ocp)] oc^ / oc 
广-Pi—•sinm⑷左(oc) 
£pi(p，(M) = J � [人-i((xp) +人+ i(apa 
+ 2 •[人 - i (ap) - Jn + i(ap)] ad a 
" '� � f W P i � ' " * c o s ( P i Z ) / ? z � ( c x ) 
"中i(P，中，z) = Jo 2 [人-i(ap) +人+ i(cxp)] 
•cos(piz)左 
+ 2 [人-i(ap)—人+ i(ap)]a^a 
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I 香 港 中 文 大 梦 H I ] 當 n 认 > 
广 Pi—•cos(piZ)/?z(a) 
"pi(P，中，z) = J � 2 — — ^ [ 人 叩 ) + 人 + �(叩)] 
+ 2 “[人-1 (ap)-人 +1 (ap)] o ^ a 
( 2 - 9 ) 
In Eq. (2-9), the expressions are too complex and they involve two Bessel 
functions of different orders so that a new set of orthogonal components is defined 
to reduce the complexity of this problem. It is 
土/p，•，z) = (t) ,z)±y£/p, (j), z) 
肌 d z) = //p(p, (t), z) ±y// ,(p, (t), z) ( 2 - 1 0 ) 
Upon applying this new orthogonal set to the Eq. (2-9)，a much simpler form 
of the transverse components are obtained 
广w 3 一 
£ ( 一 ， ( ^ ) = 一 丄 + 人土i(叩)sin(piz)a^ a 
roc' p 
五(土)/p，巾，z)= 一 丄 [ 左 J oe ) cos(p,(z 一 d,)) - sin(P“z - d,))] 
C0|1 - _ 
[片勺i(a)sin(P�(z - d,)) + H ^ ( a ) - d,))] 
人土 i ( a p ) a ^ a 
rof Q 
/(士、(p，(})，z) = 一 Jo [HJa) cos(P�(z - dO) 一 s i n ( p “ z - d,))] 
coe _ 一 f [左 J a ) s i n ( p � ( z —�))+左t(cx)cos(P�(z - � ) ) ] 
人土 i(ocp)a^a 
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E(土>3(P，) 二 一 jo P I [左 Joe ) cos(P2(z _ � - / o ) - 应 J a ) s i n ( P 2 (卜 - / 0 ) J 
CO|I - _ J a ) sin(p2(z-d,-h)) + J a ) cos(p2(z-d�h))] 
人土 i ( a p ) a ^ a 
"(土 )3(P，<M)= 一 丄 勺 i ( a ) c o s ( P 2 ( z - d , - h ) ) - H ^ ( , a ) s i n { U z - d , - h ) ) ] 
0 0 8 2 - • 一 [E � ( a ) sin(p2(z-d,-h)) + cos(p2(z-d�h))] 
人土 i(ap)caia 
£(士)4(P，cM) 二 土 警 ~ a ) + ， j « ) ] 人 土 “ 一 I " 广 — 
"(土 )4(M，z) 二一丄 T 一空启 人土柳 )严今一 
( 2 -11 ) 2.1.2 Boundary conditions and dyadic Green's functions 
In Eq. (2-11), the spectral amplitudes and are still not 
determined. These terms are determined by subjecting the transverse fields to the 
boundary conditions across the interfaces. 
(i) Tangential electric field is continuous on the surface z = dy 
(ii) Tangential electric field is continuous on the surface z = d^ + h 
(iii) Tangential electric field is continuous on the surface z = d^ + h + d^ 
(iv) Tangential magnetic field is continuous on the surface z = d, + h 
there is no surface current 
(V) Tangential magnetic field is discontinuous due to the presence of 
2 - 8 
surface current on the surface z = d^ 
(vi) Tangential magnetic field is discontinuous due to the presence of 
surface current on the surface z = d^  + h + d: 
In mathematical form 
(1) ^1=^2 on z=d^ 
(u) = onz=d, + h 
(m) ^3 = ^ 4 on z=d, + h+d^ 
(iv) = onz=d, + h 
� = on z=d, 
(vi) onz=d, + h+cL, 
(2-12) 
The above set of boundary conditions is stated in spatial domain and the 
boundary conditions in spectral domain can be derived from these boundary 
conditions. From (i), we have 
and E p 八 
Hence p 一厂 
OO ^ 
or 一丄左(土土“ocp)a^oc = 一 \ 
or ‘),(a)=左(土 ( 2 - 1 3 ) 
Similarly, the boundary conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Eq. (2-12) can also 
be modified to the spectral domain boundary conditions. 
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F r o n i ( i i ) ’ 左 ( 土 )2(oO = 土 > 3 ( a ) ( 2 — 1 4 ) 
From(iii)， 左(士)3(a) 二 左 ( 土 ) ( 2 — 1 5 ) 
From (vi), (土 = (土如) ( 2 - 1 6 ) 
From (v), 
or + p/p = f X + —务一 机 ) 
or • 二 肌 d / p 二//•「//朽 
Hence, from the definition of Eq. (2-10), we have 
or 人 ⑴ 1= 土 此 一 片 ⑴ 1) ( 2 - 1 7 ) 
Also, (vi) of Eq. (2-12) becomes 
= (2-18) 
Using the spectral domain boundary conditions of Eq. (2-13) through (2-18), 
the spectral amplitudes can be eliminated and then the spectral surface current 
densities can be related to the spectral electric field components with a dyadic 
Green's function ( or called admittance matrix )’ i.e. 
[J]=[Y][E] 
By Eq. (2-13)，we have 
Pi f , COfl - . ,f3 J � - P o ^ COU.-
L oc a zi� 卜“乂 （X 勺1 oc t 
2 - 10 
By Eq. (2-14)，we have 
(X ^ OC 勺 1 OC 勺 2 
By Eq. (2-15), we have 
-P2 - . 
[丑 V o s ( p 2 毛)一丑hSin(M2)] 
+ � c � s ( M 2 ) + / ? � c � s ( P A ) ] 二；警 巧） 
By Eq. (2-16), we have 
+ 令[左勺iCos(po/0 + £ cos(p�/0] 二+告 
cx " ^ oc 勺2 a 巧2 
By Eq. (2-17), we have 
fl 4_ .「丁 P � 6 C08 CO£i . pi . -
J(土)二-Va^ ^^  一 " ^ 五 t + c o s ( P i為） c o s ( P i《） 
By Eq, (2-18), we have 
72 , . r yPo coe^  - coe2 . 一 
、 4 士 - + [五〜sin(M2) + � c o s ( P A ) ] 
3 1 土g [ � c o s C M ^ ) - H^^ sin(M2)]J (2 — 19) 
The above equations can be separated into TE and TM modes in the spectral 
domain with following transformation: 
2 - 11 
gTE 二 + 
一 2 ~ 
E = 2 ( 2 - 2 0 ) 
Therefore, the TE mode of the Eq. (2-19) becomes 
E l 〜 ， 萬 
，、 s i n ( M ) + /?， s ( P � / 0 ] 二，〜 
OC 4 
斤 = C � s ( p 2 � ) 一 (2-21) 
It should be mentioned that the transverse fields in Eq. (2-21) are expressed 
in terms of the axial magnetic field only so that we call this set of equations as 
TE mode components in the spectral domain. 
After some rearrangement of Eq. (2-21), the dyadic Green's function is 
derived as 
2 - 12 
“ 「 y 7 7 ? y7’zf|「厂Zf 
'M _ 11 
jTE 一 yTE yTE pTE (2 - 22) 
2 J L-* 21 22 J _ where 
r / f = y T , c o t ( M i ) - cos (p2� )cos (p�/0-s in (p�/0s in(p2幻& Y^^ 
- ^2� 
yT^ = I 
i； + ^ 
yTE _ ^TE 2^1 - 1^2 
Y l 2 = - Y o - COS(M2)COS(P,/Z)-sin(M2) 
(2-23) 
p. 
a n d F：=— 
‘ cop. 
Following the similar procedure, the dyadic Green's function of the TM 
mode can also be obtained and the form is identical to that of the TE mode 
except replacing Yj by the following formula: 
coe, (2-24) 
2 - 13 
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9^[tcrostrip antenna zuitfi an air脾 
The geometry of a circular disk microstrip antenna with an airgap is depicted 
in Fig. 2-2. In this configuration, a tuned airgap is used to separate the dielectric 
substrate and the ground plane for tuning of operating frequency. 
Fig. 2-2 The geometry of a microstrip antenna with an airgap 
As mentioned before, the dyadic Green's function of a microstrip antenna 
can be derived from dyadic Green's function of double-patch system obtained in 
section 2.1. 
From the configuration of the double-patch system, the microstrip antenna 
with an airgap can be obtained by specifying the thickness of low dielectric 
substrate to be vanished, i.e., d A l s o , the lower conductor patch is removed 
by simply taking the lower patch surface current to be zero. Therefore, from 
Eq. (2-22), we have 
2 - 14 
0 二 Y[,E[ + 
i = TE, TM 
or 4 = + 应 i ( 2 - 2 5 ) 
When d — 0, 
Hence,we have = Y^^E' (2 - 26) 
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2J 
fMicrostrip antenna zuitfi a superstrate 
The geometry of a circular disk or annular ring microstrip antenna with 
superstrate is depicted in Fig. 2-3. In this configuration, a dielectric is placed on 
top of the microstrip antenna ( an airgap between the antenna and the superstrate 
is displayed but we take this airgap to be zero in our analysis ). 
' " " 丨_丨_丨丨丨.丨"丨丨丨丨丨丨_丨丨丨丨丨丨../^  ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Fig. 2-3 The geometry of a microstrip antenna with a superstrate 
The dyadic Green's function is derived from that of the double-patch system 
with the following specifications: 
� "^2 = 0 /=TE ,TM 
(ii) A - > 0 
2 - 16 
Therefore, Eq. (2-22) becomes 
一 — ^ ri V' ^12^21 
^ ^ 1 1 - ^ : 7 - ( 2 - 2 7 ) L ^ 22 _ 
and the elements Y；^, Y ,^, becomes 
, -JY2 y — _ J 2 
12 sin p2 凑 
— jY, cot(pi …+yT,cot(M2) 
as sin(p�/0 0 and cos(p�/2) — 1 
when /z —> 0 
After some rearrangements, we have 
= jY, cot(Mi) + - 几 cos(P2叫 一 
2 - 17 
2.4 
(^aferlQn s met/wc{ 
In section 2.2 and 2.3, two algebraic equations which relate the surface 
current density and the surface electric field in spectral domain are obtained. 
However, both the surface current and the surface electric field are unknowns. In 
this section, Galerkin's method is applied to these equations to obtain matrix 
equations for the unknowns. Before applying this method, a brief summary on 
this method is given [30]. 
In an operator equation 
= r (2-29) 
where A is a linear operator and X is an unknown to be solved for a particular 
excitation Y. The Galerkin's method starts by expanding X in terms of a set of 
known basis functions x.- with unknown coefficients oc“ i.e. 
N X ^X^ = s a^x. ( 2 - 3 0 ) i = 1 
Substituting Eq. (2-30) into Eq. (2-29) yields 
N 
AX^= I. a,AX. i = 1 
The residue Rn is then formed as 
Rn=AXn-Y 
and it is weighted to zero with respect to weight functions w,- where w.- = in 
Galerkin's method, then we have 
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〈尺"，义,�=0 y�l，2，...，" 
(2-31) 
The inner product in Eq. (2-31) is defined as 
= xXdz (2 - 32) 
J L 
where * denotes the complex conjugate and L denotes the domain of the inner 
product. 
Therefore, Eq. (2-31) becomes 
N 
S = j = 1,2,3,…,N 
I — 1 
( 2 - 3 3 ) 
It is essential to stress that the conventional inner product in Eq. (2-32) 
is not a symmetric product. The symmetric product is defined in an analogous 
way as the inner product in Eq. (2-32)，except that the second term in the 
product is not conjugated. The symmetric product does not define a norm 
unless the functions are real [21]. The concept of norm is important to define 
an error criterion. 
In both configurations described in section 2.2 and 2.3, they have dyadic 
Green's functions of the form 
J = YE 
or E =ZJ 
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Firstly，the surface current is expanded by a set of known basis functions 
with unknown coefficients, therefore, 
/p(P)= i^Vp.(p) 
M 
(2 - 34) 
where /p.(p) and /中(p) are known functions and A,- and B^  are unknown 
coefficients. From the definition of 土)(p)，we have 
N M 
= V p ‘ ( P ) 士 j 点 (2 - 35) 
The transformed current is 
广 o o 
土 )(a) = /�(p)人土 i(ap)aJa Jo 
r-T N M 
= 2 A / ( p ) ± j Z V f ( p ) Jn±i(oip)ada ( 2 - 36) 
Lj = 1 i = 1 ‘ � 
From the definition of TE and TM field quantities described in Eq. (2-20), 
we can obtain the TE and TM surface currents from Eq. (2-36): 
尸财(a) = J，(a) +//了 (a) (2 一 38) 
As a result, we have two equations which relate the surface electric field 
and the basis functions for surface current densities as shown below 
(2 — 39) 
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In these equations, both the surface electric field and the coefficients A, 
and B, are unknowns. To eliminate the surface electric field from these equations, 
inner product is taken with the basis functions. The inner product is defined 
as 
〈应，/;〉=厂[严/了 * +左 
力 Jo V V 〜） 
and (£,/；> =厂 f严 /了 * +左观/了 V ^ a 
^ Jo V Pj / 
( 2 - 4 0 ) 
Therefore, the R.H.S. of Eq. (2-39) becomes 
j j E ' ^ r f + 严 = [ Y ' j f + 
and fj严尸:+ E'^Jlf)oda =丄飞严五* + 
( 2 - 4 1 ) 
which is obtained by Parseval's theorem 
As the surface electric field and the surface electric current density are 
complementary to each other, we have 
and r � 五 + 严 � > P = 0 (2 - 42) 
As a result, we have 
[P ] [A]=0 ( 2 - 4 3 ) 
where [P] is a {N +M)x{N + M) square matrix and [A] is a N+M column 
matrix 
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� 
[ A ] ? " 
P - r (7TE �TE �TE* . ^TM jTM frA/^'V 
咖一 JoL Jp”Jp, Jp 人 Jcufcc m =�2,…,N 
n = 1 , 2 , . . . , / / 
p �"T7TE JTM jTE* . 7m jTE , 
^--Jo r ^ t / p . m = l,2”..,N 
n =N + + 2,...,N +M 
p _ f T J T E JTM* , 7TM • ^ m •^TE*、, ” 
n = 1,2, 
p — ( � T M �TM* 丄 7TM �TE �TE*~), ,, 
咖一 J 八 m=N + \’N + 2,...,N+M 
n 二N + + 1’ …,N •^M 
(2 -44 ) 
In Eq. (2-43), non-trivial solution exist iff 
DET[P] = 0 (2-45) 
攀 
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The solution of Eq. (2-45) is a complex number and we denote it as 
complex resonant frequency CO. The resonant frequency ( co, ) and the half 
power bandwidth ( BW ) is governed by these equations 
= ⑴ ） 
- = (2-46) 
Up to this step, the current basis functions are not defined. The choosing 
of current basis functions depends on the geometry of the antenna patch. For 
a microstrip antenna with an airgap, only the circular disk microstrip antenna 
is considered. On the other hand, both circular disk and annular ring microstrip 
antenna are analysed in the configuration of microstrip antenna with a superstrate. 
Circular disk 
The current basis functions are defined as follows: 
0 p>a 
� 0 p>a 
where a is the radius of the circular disk. The above expressions have 
incorporated the singularity nature of the current near the edge. 
The transformations of these current basis functions are readily carried 
out with the following identity [22]: 
M l ^ / \ / \ 
r——-T,{x)J , (xy)dx 圣人_„ ^ ( 2 - 4 7 ) Jo V l - ? 2 —{2J—{2J 
where 7；� is the Chebyshev polynomial of order n. 
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As a result , the t r ans fo rmed basis func t ions are 
jTE 1 � 1 sin(cx^) 
Jo, 二 丄 Pi oral o^ � 
— ^ jTM 1 1 2sin(oa3) Jo = ~ r ~ 1 + cos(a^) 
P 丨 a'-al cm _ 
1 a^a 
—丁 1 八’ =^""[1—cos(owO —（owOsin((^ )] 1 a a 
JTE _ 1 3sin(a^) 3cos(oa3) sin(owO 
P2 o}al (002)3 (003)2 (xa 
JTM 1 � 1 2 s i n ( a ^ ) 12cos(a^) 5sin(oa3) “ 
J ex, ：；i ; + cos(oa3) ^ oral {aay {ouif aa _ 
JTE 1 � s i n ( a ^ 2 ) 
J =~T~ cos(a^) ^ a^al aa _ 
jTM 1 � 2 s i n ( a ^ ) , 、 . ， 、 。 , : \ — (a^)sin(a^)-2cos(owr) ( 2 - 4 9 ) 
Annular ring 
For the annular ring patch antenna, surface current densities obtained from 
the cavity model theory are used as the basis functions. As the dominant mode 
of microstrip antenna with a thin dielectric substrate is a TM mode, only TM 
modes are used. 
� , ( P ) = V / ( A P ) -人 ' ( A � ) C ( A P ) 
(2-50) 
where Y / ( p , a y / i p , b ) 
— Yn'{p‘b)J:{p�a�= 0 and a and b are respectively the inner 
and outer radii of the annular ring. The transformations of these current basis 
functions are carried out numerically. 
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2 .5 
9{urmnca[ computation 
In the case of a microstrip antenna placed in a closed cavity ( or called 
microstrip resonator instead of microstrip antenna )，the spectral domain method 
seems to be straightforward because there is no singularity due to the radiation 
or surface waves. However, for a microstrip antenna in an open space, there are 
some singularities which should be treated properly as they contain the information 
about the radiated wave and the surface wave. 
In general, there are two types of singularities for a microstrip antenna in 
an open space. They are surface wave poles and branch points. Although the 
dominant mode of surface wave has a zero cutoff frequency, the effect of the 
surface wave is insignificant for thin dielectric substrate [23]. Therefore, the effect 
of surface wave is treated in the case of microstrip antenna with a superstrate and 
neglected in a microstrip antenna with an airgap. 
First，the functions of Eq. (2-3) are two-valued functions so that they may 
have two Rieman surfaces for each function. However, it has been proved for a 
planar multilayer medium that a branch point singularity for a medium exists only 
when the medium is unbounded in the direction normal to the planar boundaries 
[24]. Therefore, only p � h a s a branch point and located at 
a = ( 2 - 5 1 ) 
Due to the radiation and surface waves excitation in the structure, the field 
quantities should have a decaying nature. Hence, the imaginary part of the complex 
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resonant frequency should be positive if the 广 time convention is adopted. The 
branch cut is then chosen by analytic continuation of the case 3(oaVl^) < 0 which 
corresponds to the problem with a lossy medium. 
On the other hand, the integrands in the matrix elements have poles on the 
complex plane which correspond to the zeros of the denominators of the 
integrands. Therefore, for a microstrip antenna with a superstrate, the poles are 
the roots of the following transcendental equation ( Eq. (2-28)): 
K , � � f 一邓2Cos(p2為)) —cot(Pi(ii) + — — — — = 0 C2 - 52) Pi p2tye2p.cos(M2)-P2sin(p,^) J (么）々  
Although the Z花 also has surface wave poles, they are ignored as the 
contribution of these poles is significant only for a very thick dielectric 
substrate-superstrate structure. 
As the imaginary part of the surface wave pole is positive, the integration 
path is chosen as shown in Fig. 3-4 
alpha-plane 
branch point 
^^^^^^^^^ surface wave pole 
Q Y ^ MaxCK^ ork^ ) I / I integration path 1 branch cut 
Fig. 2-4 The integration path and the singularities 
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After defining the integration path, the integration can be carricd out with 
special attention on the surface wave pole. The procedure is described in the 
following paragraphs. 
Since the integrand changes rapidly near the pole，the smoothing of the 
integrand is needed when the integration path lies near the pole. For a function 
/ ( a ) which has a simple pole at cc�= a : + y a / ' , we consider the integral along the 
real axis from a / - 3 to a / + 5 
I 二 f{a)da 
= ^ ^ d a (2-53) J«�'-5 a - a , ^ � ) ) 
where / ( a ) = ^ (a)/(a - a j and g(a) is an analytic function in the neighbourhood 
of oCo. Eq. (2-53) becomes 
i = da+ da (2 - 541 
Ja/-5 a - a , Ja�'—s a - a � (�斗） 
The first integral can be evaluated easily with numerical integration routine 
as it has a smooth integrand and the second integral can be determined analytically. 
「 〜 ' + ' 彻 。 ( � i 
OC — OCg 
, M 谷 一 风 ” = � ( a � ) H ^ T 7 ^ (2-55) 
In Eq. (2-54) and (2-55), the function ^ ( a j can be determined by L'Hospital 
rule. 
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In a microstrip antenna with superstrate, we have 
g(a) = (a-a,)Z™F{a) 
( a - o Q � 
where F ( a ) is an analytic function in the region of interest. By taking the limit 
of a to a � ’ we have 
( a - a J F ( a ) lim g (a) = lim - - — — - — r 





+ < 一 ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ + 一 2 _ J 一 
(e ,A-y .P2cot (M2)) f宇+ye/�c记2(p2勾aA))] /G\P�cot (P2幻 
(P2 …2 JJ] 
Finally, the pole contribution is evaluated using contour integration 
I = \ f{a)da ( 2 - 5 7 ) Jc 
where c encircle the pole in clockwise direction, and / (a) , the integrand of 
Eq. (2-5)，becomes 
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r , (, da Jca-a^ 
where the definition of g(oO is identical to that defined before. Therefore, the 
integral I can be evaluated by residue theorem 
/ •发(a。） ( 2 - 5 8 ) 
As a conclusion, the integration becomes 
厂 a�'一 5 广 + S ( ) 一 f ) / _ a 二 /_oc+ 卿 购 doi 
Jo J a / - 5 OC-OCo 
O • // 
+ ^  � 1 叫 一 圳g (a�) + 丄 
( 2 - 5 9 ) 
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o r 
"K^uhs and disciLssions 
Microstrip antenna with an airgap 
A set of experimental results has been obtained in [11] with the following 
parameters: e, = 2.32, a = 5cm and ^ = 1 . 5 9 _ . The corresponding theoretical 
data are evaluated using the present method. In Fig. 2-4, the resonant frequencies 
and half power bandwidth are displayed as a function of airgap width. It is seen 
that the agreement between theory and experiment is good. 
1.5 -
一 1.4 -
r.3 X i 1.2 - / / i / ^ , c/D - / CD J Full wave method cr f 
1 -1 一 Cavity model theory [11] 
_ Experir^ent [11] 
1 1 L 1 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
Airgap width (mm) 
Fig. 2-4(a) T h e 
resonant frequency of microstrip antenna with an airgap 
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3 
SlnaCysis of Microstrip Antenna on SpfiericaC Surface 
When an antenna is mounted on a curved surface such as the surface of 
a missile, satellite or the roof of a car, it is advantageous if the antenna does 
not disturb the streamline of the mounting body. Microstrip patch antenna 
offers this capability because of its low profile in structure and its conformity 
with a curved surface. 
In the last decade, the radiation characteristics of microstrip patch antennas 
placed on planar structure have been studied extensively [2,4,14,15]. However, 
the radiation characteristics of microstrip patch antenna placed on a curved 
surface have attracted little attention. Recently, some papers have been published 
in evaluating the curvature effect of a mounting body in the performance of 
microstrip antennas. The radiation characteristics of a patch antenna mounted 
on an infinitely long cylindrical ground plane was studied by several authors 
[25-28]. 
In [26], an assumed electric surface current distribution on the patch was 
taken as the radiation source and the radiation fields of wraparound and 
rectangular patch microstrip antennas were solved in the Fourier space. In this 
approach, the effects of the dielectric substrate as well as the curvature effect 
were taken into account by the Green's function formulation. In other work 
[27]. the radiation pattern, input impedance and Q-factor of a rectangular patch 
antenna mounted on an infinitely long cylinder were calculated by neglecting 
the effect of the dielectric substrate using cavity model theory. This simple 
method which ignores the effect of the surface waves was found in good 
3-1 
The variations of resonant frequency and half power bandwidth with the 
normalized thickness of the cover d她 for the cases of � and {h) are respectively 
plotted in Fig. 2-5(a) and (b). For the annular ring patches, the practical examples 
are as follows 
C 掀 /Kcm) a(cm) e^ i e^ 
(c) 2.5 1.25 2.5 2.5 0.794’ 1.588’ 3.176 
(d) 2.5 1.25 2.5 1.06 0.794, 1.588, 3.176 
The variation of resonant frequency with thickness of the dielectric cover d, 
for the cases of (c) and (d) are respectively shown in Fig. 2-6(a) and (b). In 
general, it is found that when the thickness of the cover is increased, the resonant 
frequency decreases monotonically. It is also observed that the half power 
bandwidth only changes slightly with the superstrate thickness. These behaviours 
agree with that for the case of rectangular patch antenna [8]. Some experimental 
data for the case of annular ring patch are also obtained, the results are shown in 
Fig. 2-6(a) and agree with the theoretical predictions. 
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I^ig. 2-5(a) Variation of resonant frequency of circular patch 
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2-132 1 1 I I ( I , 0 2 - 4 6 8 
NORMALIZED SUPERSTRATE THICKNESS , d ^ / d ^ 
Sri = 2.5’ £,2 = 1.06 
Fig. 2-5(b) Variation of bandwidth of circular patch 
antenna with normalized superstrate thickness 
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Fig. 2-6(b) Variations of normalized resonant frequency of annular ring 
patch antenna with superstrate thickness 
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Jlnalysis of Microstrip Antenna on SpfiericaC Surface 
When an antenna is mounted on a curved surface such as the surface of a 
missile, satellite or the roof of a car, it is advantageous if the antenna does not 
disturb the streamline of the mounting body. Microstrip patch antenna offers this 
capability because of its low profile in structure and its conformity with a curved 
surface. 
In the last decade, the radiation characteristics of microstrip patch antennas 
placed on planar structure have been studied extensively [2,4,14,15]. However, 
the radiation characteristics of microstrip patch antenna placed on a curved surface 
have attracted little attention. Recently, some papers have been published in 
evaluating the curvature effect of a mounting body in the performance of 
microstrip antennas. The radiation characteristics of a patch antenna mounted on 
an infinitely long cylindrical ground plane was studied by several authors [25-28]. 
In [26], an assumed electric surface current distribution on the patch was 
taken as the radiation source and the radiation fields of wraparound and rectangular 
patch microstrip antennas were solved in the Fourier space. In this approach, the 
effects of the dielectric substrate as well as the curvature effect were taken into 
account by the Green's function formulation. In other work [27]. the radiation 
pattern，input impedance and Q-factor of a rectangular patch antenna mounted on 
an infinitely long cylinder were calculated by neglecting the effect of the dielectric 
substrate using cavity model theory. This simple method which ignores the effect 
of the surface waves was found in good agreement with experiments when the 
substrate thickness is much smaller than wavelength in the dielectric and the radius 
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agreement with experiments when the substrate thickness is much smaller than 
wavelength in the dielectric and the radius of curvature of the cylindrical 
ground. Nevertheless, the above two approaches does not analyse the curvature 
effect on the surface current distribution although these approaches were proved 
to be accurate when the dielectric substrate is thin. In [28], spectral domain 
method is used which investigates the curvature effect on the resonant frequency 
and Q-factor by expanding the surface current in terms of a set of basis 
functions. 
In this chapter, the characteristics of a microstrip patch antenna mounted 
on a spherical body is investigated using two approaches: spectral domain 
method and cavity model theory. In general, cavity model theory is simpler 
in formulation but the dielectric substrate effect does not taken in account. In 
spectral domain approach, the effect of dielectric substrate is incorporated by 
the rigorous Green's function formulation. The details of these two methods 
are given in section 3.2 and 3.3. 
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3.1 
7id(£s in spfiericaC coordinates 
In both the cavity model approach and the spectral domain approach, the 
fields are expressed in terms of magnetic vector potential {A,) and electric vector 
potential ( F � . Since these potentials satisfy the scalar Helmholtz equation, they 
can be expressed as a summation of spherical harmonics in spherical coordinates, 
A summary on the deriving magnetic vector potential and the electric vector 
potential in terms of spherical wave functions [29] is given below before going 
into the details of each approach, the cavity model approach and the spectral 
domain approach. 
3.1.1 Solution of Scalar Helmholtz equation in spherical coordinate 




Fig. 3-1 The spherical coordinate system 
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In this coordinate system, the scalar Helmholtz equation is 
_ 1 a f 1 d f . ^d'F) 1 2 
or ； 厂 + 瓦J ¥ + = 0 (3-1) 
Applying the method of separation of variables, assume 
^(r,e,(t))=7?(r)//(0)O((|)) ( 3 - 2 ) 
Substituting Eq. (3-2) into Eq. (3-1)，dividing by 平，and multiplying by 
r^sin^O, we get 
f sine d f . dH^ 1彻 2 … 
丁 + 了 冗 h 1 ’ 石 ¥ + 七 = 0 (3 — 3) 
In the above equation, the 中 dependence must be a constant and can be written 
as 
1 彻 2 
= (3 一 4 ) 
where m is a. constant. In fact, this constant is an integer when we consider a 
spherical surface and it will be discussed later. Substituting this equation into 
Eq. (3-3) and division by sin^9 yields 
1 d f d f . ^dH] m" 2 2 
' ( 3 一 习 
This equation separates the r and 0 dependence and we let 
1 d f . dH] 
而 P n e i j 一 ^  = 一响 + 1) (3 — 6) 
3 4 
With this choice, Eq. (3-5) becomes 
1 d ( 2dR、 ,, 
— _ + + h =0 (3-7) 
Therefore, we have the trio of separated equations 
d f 2dR) 「,，、2 
石 + 厂々)一行("+ 1)]尺=。 （3-8… 
1 d f . “dH、厂 -
^ ^ r ^ J + 卜 " + 二 0 ( 3 - 8 / 0 
抛 2 
^ + ^ 巾=0 ( 3 - 8 c ) 
Note that there is no interrelationship between the separation constants as 
that in cylindrical coordinates. The solution of Eq. (3-8c) is the familiar harmonic 
function denoted as h(m(^). It is a linear combination of sin(m^) and cosf^(})j, or 
the e'— and e w i t h m an integer since 平(0) = ？(兀). 
Eq. (3-8a) is closely related to the Bessel's equation. The solution of this 
equation is called the spherical Bessel function bjkr), which is related to the 
ordinary Bessel function by 
明 和 (3-9) 
The spherical Bessel function behaves qualitatively in the same manner as 
the corresponding cylindrical Bessel function. Thus, for real of k, j j r ) and yjkr) 
represent standing waves, w h i l e � � ( k r ) and represent inward and outward 
travelling waves respectively. 
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The solution of Eq. (3-8b) is called the associated Legendre function, and is 
denoted as L: (cose) which can be separated into two independent solutions: 
P : (cos0) and 2：*(cose). 
It should be mentioned that only P"(cos 0) with n an integer has no 
singularity at 9=0 or 兀.Thus，if W is to be finite in the range 0 - 0 to 9=71，then 
n must be an integer and the solution is P^(cos 0). 
Finally，the solution of the Helmholtz equation is expressed as 
(cos e)h (m (3-10) fti n 
where C(m’n) is a constants. 
3.1.2 Vector potentials 
To represent the field components in terms of the wave function ？，magnetic 
and electric vector potentials are used. The procedure is reviewed below 
In a homogeneous source-free region，the electric field E and magnetic field 
H satisfy the Maxwell's equations: 
V x / 7 = ycoeE 
V'H=0 
• • 
• . £ = 0 ( 3 - 1 1 ) 
The fields can be expressed in terms of a magnetic vector potential A or of 
an electric vector potential F [29] as E and H are divergenceless. More important, 
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we can express part of the field in terms of J and part in terms of J and the 
solution is then obtained by superposition. The general equations governing the 
vector potentials are 
• = "/cojiVOi 
VxVxF-k'T = -ycoeVO^ (3 一 ⑵ 
where and are arbitrary scalars. The fields in terms of I and F in a source 
free region are 
£ = - V x F + — V x V x A yoD£ 
/ / = - V x A + - r ^ V x V x F G - n � 
JCDfl 口 丄〕J 
As the O functions are arbitrary, we have great flexibility in choosing the 
vector potentials. We take 
- -•» V-A =~/coeOi 
—丨• 
-姆① 2 (3-14) 
Then’ Eqs. (3-12) become 
W + k 甲=0 (3 -15) 
In rectangular coordinates, the components of the Eq. (3-15) are separable 
so that each component satisfies the scalar Helmholtz equation. 
However，in spherical coordinates, if we attempt to construct the field as a 
superposition of two parts，one TM to r and the other TE to r. We choose J = fA, 
and F=fF, and then the fields can be obtained using Eq. (3-13). However, the 
functions A, and F, do not satisfy the scalar Helmholtz equation as * (V^A),. 
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Fortunately, and F, satisfy a modified scalar He lmho l t z equat ion by dividing 
each function by r, i.e. 
(•2 +约么 = 0 r 
(•2 + 崎 = 0 (3 — 16) 
In solving the Eq. (3-16)，it is convenient to define another type of spherical 




We call it as Schelkunoff type spherical Bessel function as it is introduced 
by him and we will employ this type of spherical Bessel function in the rest of 
this thesis. 
Therefore, the general form of A, or F, in terms of the spherical Bessel 
functions is 
(/:r)L;(cos e)h (爪中） ( 3 - 1 8 ) 
nt n \ J 
where C(n，m) is a constant. For convenience, the field components expressed in 
terms of these two potentials are given below 
厂 1 f y 
厂 - 1 dFr 1 
Eq = h 1 r sin 0 d(j) ycoer drdQ ^ iSFr 1 a x 
匕— + 
伞 r 39 ycoersinGd^ 
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二 丄 + 
J 
H 二 丄 些 + 丄 竺 
® r sine 3(t) jcofir drdQ 
二 � A 1 d % 
‘一 — r ^ + y c o n r s i n e � (3 - 19) 
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Cavity modeC approacH 
To investigate the characteristics of microstrip patches mounted on a sphere, 
a simple approach is first employed. Following the assumptions in [27] as 
described in the previous section, the fields under the patch can be obtained from 
the cavity model approximation [2]. Equivalent magnetic currents on the patch 
edges can be determined. Modal expansion technique [27] is then used to derive 
the far fields due to the magnetic currents. 
By selecting appropriate constant-(t) or -9 lines on the sphere for the edges 
of the patches as shown in Fig. 3-2. It is easy to derive the characteristics of 
wraparound，rectangular, circular disk, triangular and annular ring antennas on 
spherical conductors using the proposed method. For brevity, however, only the 
far field patterns of the wraparound, circular disk and annular ring antennas are 
studied in this section to demonstrate the effects of spherical body on the 





十 ^^^^^^^^^ Antenna patch 
xd ] ~ • Y 
Vy constant- 9 line 




Fig. 3-2 The geometry of various antenna: (a) Wraparound antenna, 
(b) Rectangular antenna, (c) Circular disk antenna, 
(d) Triangular antenna, (e) Annular ring antenna. 
3.2.1 Formulation of radiation patterns 
The geometry of the patch antenna mounted on a sphere is shown in Fig, 3-3. 
In this figure, the dielectric substrate is ignored as we have assumed the thickness 
of the dielectric is small compared to the radius of the sphere and to wavelength. 
The radii of the two circular edges are and (a+h)^^ where a is the radius 
of the circular ground plane, and 0! and 02 are the angles subtended by the circular 
edges. The relative permittivity of the dielectric substrate is e, and the thickness 
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is h. By ass igning d i f fe ren t values of 9, and 9 � a n d select ing the ( J r d c p � ( I c n c c 
of the e l ec t romagne t i c f ields , the an tenna can be c lass i f ied as wrapa round , c i rcular 
disk or annula r ring antenna . 
Z 
PATCH / ^ 
:,:、’、广：：紛二”: ； n^^^x^c； \ 
X 
Fig. 3-3 The co-ordinate system and the geometry of the antennas. 
Assuming h � ( X � i s the free-space wavelength ) and h < a , the field 
Er under the conformed patch is essentially the same as that under the planar 
patch [27] and can be determined from the cavity model theory [2]. The resonant 
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frequencies/of the TM to r modes are also not affected by curvature. Moreover, 
the substrate effect on the radiation characteristics may be neglected. The patch 
and dielectric may then be replaced by equivalent circular surface magnetic current 
densities M located on the original positions of the patch edges when calculating 
the far fields. This approach actually ignores the excitation of surface waves, the 
effects of which on the radiation characteristics may be insignificant for thin 
dielectrics. The cavity fields, resonant frequencies and equivalent surface magnetic 
current densities of the three types of antennas are as follows : 
Wraparound Antenna ( e!=【一e汝 and + TMp mode ) 
A wraparound antenna on a spherical conductor is defined as a rectangular 
microstrip antenna with two edges wrapped and joined together placed 
symmetrically on the equator of a sphere. Based on the cavity model theory, the 
unjoined edges of the antenna are assumed as magnetic walls, so that the radial 
field component under the patch is of the form 
. Z T 「州 e - e i ) -
s 阳2-01) COS 饥 ( 3 - 2 0 ) 
Taking m=0 ( i.e. the fields are assumed ^-independent )，then 
(3-21) 
On the other hand, as the length of the patch is a multiple of half guided 
wavelength and we have 
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^ ( 0 2 - 0 , ( 3 - 2 2 ) 
where X 
i ( 3 - 2 3 ) 
In Eq. (3-22), b=a+h. As a result， 
, = ( 3 - 2 4 ) 
Moreover, the equivalent magnetic current densities on the edges are: 
E,h 2 ^ 
( 3 - 2 5 ) 
Circular disk antenna ( 01=0 and T M ^ mode ) 
From the cavity model, the radial electric field component E, is assumed to 
the axial electric field component in planar case, then we have 
Er = EqJJJc邮 b 0 ) c o s • ( 3 - 2 6 ) 
r C k 
卜麻 ( 3 - 2 7 ) 
一 Eoh 
^ 二 ~YJJKnpb COS 772(1) S(e 一 02)$ (3 - 28) 
where / j ‘ ^ 2 ) = 0 ( 3 - 2 9 ) 
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Annular ring antenna ( 9,7^0 and TM，mode ) 
cosm<^ ( 3 - 3 0 ) 
J. C ^mp 
, 二 职 （3-31) 
Ly i — 1, Z 
A cos 772 (J)(j) (3 - 32) 
where 
C(‘叫） - C O t / O i ) C(‘兆2) = 0 (3 - 3 3 ) 
In the above equations, only the radial electric field is given as other field 
components are not used in the following derivations. 
In Eq. (3-25), (3-28) and (3-32)，the equivalent magnetic currents M for 
radiation of these antennas are derived based on cavity model theory [2]. In a 
planar structure, the electric field under the patch of the circular disk antenna is 
^r 二 民/爪(/：�p)cos 爪(j) (3 — 34) 
where p is the radial component in cylindrical coordinates. 
Assume the field does not change significantly when the patch is curved 
[27]，the cavity field of the corresponding antenna on a sphere is: 
= cos as p = ^ e 
( 3 - 3 5 ) 
Then，the magnetic current density is derived from E, on the cavity wall 
based on the equivalent principle, that is 
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- - • • — • 
M =-n xE 
= -Qx E/ 
=^Er (3 - 36) 
The total magnetic current is obtained by integrating the above expression over 
the aperture 
_ _ . rh__, Mj = Mdr Jo 
= ( 3 - 3 7 ) 
We then have the equivalent magnetic current density on the sphere 
M = ^ £ , 5 ( 9 - 0 , ) ^ ( 3 - 3 8 ) 
It should be mentioned that for the wraparound antenna located 
symmetrically on the sphere ( Fig. 3-2(a) ). the electric field under the patch is 
rotanonally symmetric with respect to the z-axis, while the broadside mode of the 
circular disk and, TM^ and TM^2 modes of the annular ring have (|)-dependent 
electric field components. 
It should be observed from Eq. (3-25), (3-28) and (3-32) that the equivalent 
circular magnetic surface current density on the conducting sphere for all the three 
cases is of the form: 
M, A 
M = — 5 ( 0 - 9 J cos 772(1) ^ (3 - 39) 
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where A/^  is a constant. To determine the far fields of these three types of antennas, 
we have to derive the radiation fields produced by ~M in Eq. (3-39). The results 
for the case m=0 was derived by Harrington [29]. Following the same approach, 
the vector potentials are expressed as summations of spherical harmonics: 
UJf-i n = 1 
F^=^sinm(\> i ( 3 - 4 0 ) r^ o n = 1 
In the above equations, the spherical Hankel function of second kind is 
chosen as it represents an outward travelling wave and P;'(cos 6) is the only 
associated Legendre function which is finite at 0 = 0 and 9 = 7C so that only 
Pr(cos0) is used to express the potentials. 
Throughout the rest of this chapter, the term e�似 is suppressed. From the 
previous section, the other electric field components can be determined from 
Eq. (3-19). 
Ee 二 - V / 1 � 力 / > : ( c o s e ) 
� " X T " ,圣1[—义《(众力户 > o s e ) 
+ sin 0)] ( 3 - 4 1 ) 
The coefficients a, and b, are determined by subjecting the fields to the 
boundary condition on the surface of the sphere. Before applying the boundary 
condition, some manipulations have to be taken. 
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Define 
Eq = EQ(Q) c o s m (|) 
and = £•中(e)sin/rz(t) ( 3 - 4 2 ) 
then we have 
[ E “ e )土£ “ e ) ] � a = ( 3 - 4 3 ) 
"=1 iod sin 9 
where = a M ^ \ K r ) and B, = � / ) ( �厂 ) . 
We know that the electric field vanished on the surface of the sphere except 
at therefore, 
� —< 
令s(e-e�)众。口二 土Bj ( 3 - 4 4 ) “ « = i LaB sin 9 
In Eq. (3-44)，the unknown coefficients and B汽 can be evaluated using the 
orthogonal property of associated Legendre function. It can be shown that 
— p : ( c o s 9 ) ± “ � &尸:!(cose)土 ：、“ ^ s ine洲 L30 sine � L 3 e " sine � 
_ � f a p . . ft�3 � � . m ^ P : ( c o s 9 ) P ; ( c o s 9 ) ] . — (cosG)—P„,(cos0) + — sine^ie Jo L^y c/y sin^9 _ 
土m f p:(cos e ) ^ P ; ( c o s 0) + p ; (cos 0 ) ^ p : ( c o s 9) dQ 
( 3 - 4 5 ) 
The first term of Eq. (3-45) can be simplified using the orthogonality of 
Legendre function ( see appendix I ) 
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Jo L^H de sin^e _ 
‘ 0 n ^ n 
- + + m ) \ 二 ， ( 3 - 4 6 ) 
.{2n-hl)in-m)\ � 二"" 
and the second term can be integrated 
P: (cose)P;(cos0) 
a s 户广(1)二0 a n d ^；(-1)=：0 
As a result, the integral of Eq. (3-45) becomes 
‘ 0 n ^ n ' 
2n(n + l){n+m)l 一， ‘ {2n + l){n-m)\ 二凡 
Therefore, multiplying equation (3-44) by a term 
d ^ ^ P ; ( c o s e ) + - — — - s i n e Lae sine � 
and integrating the resulting expression from 0 to 兀，we have 
I t - 认 4 | C ( c o s e) ； sin _ " Lc/t) sin 9 _ 
= + / ? ) � f j•广(ccy;Q�T厂(cos叫�3 p , . 
o r + = - ( � 土 召 严 + 1) + 爪)•丨 
L50 sine � e� � ” (2n + l){n-m)l 
Therefore，we have 
忍” = — ( 3 - 4 7 ) 
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Substituting this coefficients into Eq. (3-41) and assuming m二0 for the wraparound 
antenna, and m=l for the circular disk and annular ring antennas, we have 
Wraparound antenna 
Eq 二 _ + 视 … ( c o s e》-e‘j (3 - 48) 
Circular disk 
E cose - (2^ + 1) rH?{Kr)Pl{cosd)Pl{cosQ^) 
^ ? \ K r ) P n { o o s e j sin' sin g" 
+ W m . 
E 二 Eoh sine « (2n + 1) \H^n\Kr)Pn{oose)Pi(cos0J sin 9 
I H ? \ K r ) P U c o s e)Py(cos sin^ 9,1 (3 - 49) 
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Annular ring 
E : � c o s e - (2az + I) 2 [ / ? ? ( � � / 0 / ^ ; ( c o s e ) / ^ � ( c o s e j 
+ A ? \ k � r ) P ; ^ \ c o s Q)Py(cos 9.) s i n ' 9 . sin e" 
+ W ^ � _ 
一 E o h sin9 �(2/2 + 1) 2 J(cosQ)PUcos0.)sin9 
L中一 Zj r 丄 ) — 
2 厂 … + � ： " L M'^XKa) 
I B)Pl\cos e,) sin20,1 ( 3 - 5 0 ) 
sine _ 
where 
Finally，the far fields of the three types of antennas are obtained using the 
asymptotic approximation for the spherical Hankel function, i.e. 
(3-52) 
when k j » n and k j — oo 
The results of the far field components are summarized below : 
Wraparound antenna 
A - 一JE。' _ + ( ⑶ 户 > o s e,) sin ej (3 - 53) 
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Circular disk 
E 二-jEoh cos(l)g”"。r 云(2az + 1) 戶(cos e)/^； (cos 
y八i'(cos e)/\i ' (cos 9,) sin ' sin e" 
W ^ ) _ 
jPUcosQ)Py(cose2)sin 'eJ ( 3 - 5 4 ) 
Annular ring 
E 二-jEohcosQe力-(2n + 1) � , � � � / M ( c o s e ) / \ i ( c o s e , ) 
jpyjcos e)P,i'(cos 9,) sin" 9. sin 9" 
W ^ ) _ 
-jk r 厂 
JEoh sinQe ° » (2az + 1) + / \ i ' (cose) />>ose,)s in0 
广 Ir .ti；；^^^ 么 U ， J ^ 、 
y/\i(cose)/\"(cose,)sin2e,1 ( 3 - 5 5 ) 
sine _ 
Eq. (3-53)-(3-55) are in the form of an infinite series summation of the 
Hankel function of the second kind and its derivative. The argument of the Hankel 
function is proportional to the radius of the sphere and operating frequency. 
Therefore, the number of terms that must be summed before convergence occurred 
increases with the radius of the sphere and frequency. 
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3.2.2 Results and discussions 
In this section, the effects of curvature on the radiation patterns of 
wraparound, circular disk and annular ring antennas are illustrated with numerical 
data. 
Wraparound antenna 
The wraparound antenna to be considered has half guided wavelength in 
width，2Z?(e2-e,) = Ay(2V^), and the ^-independent TM! mode, Eq. (3-20), is 
excited under the patch. The substrate materials have dielectric constants £=1,2.32 
and 9.8，and thickness h � J i � / ^ f ^ . The radius of the sphere is varied to demonstrate 
the curvature effect of the mounting body on the radiation patterns of the antenna. 
The values of the radii are : Z?=入。/2, \ and 2入。. 
The E-plane radiation patterns are plotted in Fig. 3-4. It can be observed that 
in general, the beamwidth increases with the radius of curvature when = 2.32 
and 9.8. However, it decreases with the radius of curvature when e, = 1. On the 
other hand, there is a severe interference phenomena in the 0=0 and 0=71： directions 
especially for large conducting sphere. 
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Fig. 3-4(a) E-plane pattern of wraparound antenna , 
t 
for different sphere radius and £ =1.0 ‘ 
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Fig. 3-4(b) E-plane pattern of wraparound antenna 
for different sphere radius and £=2.32 
a : aAo=0.5，b : 我 = 1 . 0 and c : 我 = 1 . 5 
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Fig. 3-4(c) E-plane pattern of wraparound antenna 
for different sphere radius and e=9.8 
a :我=0.5，b : a A . = 1.0 and c : a A . = 1.5 
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Circular disk antennas 
The dimension of the circular disk antenna to be considered is : b^j 二 2cm. 
The dielectric constant of the substrate is e, = 2.32，the radiation pattern of the 
™ i i mode of the circular disk antenna for several values of b, distance from the 
antenna patch to the centre of the sphere, are shown in Fig. (3-5). The values are 
= 0.3，0.6. It can be observed that in general, the back lobe level decreases 
with increasing radius of sphere per wavelength. The back lobe level may be 
significant for small ratio, for example, the back lobe level is lOdB down for bl\ 
=0.3 . On the other hand, the beamwidth varies only slightly with the radius. In 
order to check the correctness of the theory, the radiation patterns of a 
corresponding microstrip antenna on a planar surface using spectral domain 
method [14] are also plotted for comparison. We can observed that as the radius 
of the sphere increases, the field patterns of the conformal antennas converge to 
that for the corresponding planar one. 
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Fig. 3-5(a) E-plane pattern of circular disk antenna on a sphere 
radius of disk = 2cm, e, = 2,32 
a :办从o = 0.3，b: blXo = 0.6 and c :办从。= 
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Fig. 3-5(b) H-plane pattern of circular disk antenna on a sphere 
radius of disk = 2cm, e, = 2.32 
a : b/X。= 0.3，b: btXo = 0.6 and c :办从。=oo 
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Annular ring antenna 
The dimension of the annular ring antenna to be considered is : bQ: 二 4cm, 
02/9! = 1.5 and 2.0. The dielectric constant of the substrate is 2.32. The radiation 
patterns of the TM" and TM!: modes of the annular ring antennas for several 
values of b are shown in Fig. 3-9. The effects of curvature on the back lobe level 
and beamwidth are similar to the effects for the circular disk. Also, the radiation 
patterns of a corresponding microstrip antennas on a planar surface are also plotted 
for comparison. It is observed that when the patch is on the planar surface, there 
is a null position between 0=0 and k/2 for the TM!: mode of the annular ring 
antenna. However, the spherical mounting body increases the side lobe level and 
the null point also becomes a non-zero minimum. By comparing the results for 
the between circular disk antenna operated at TMn mode with that for the annular 
ring antenna operated at TM^ mode with = 1.5 and 2.0，we observe that 
there is only a slight variations change in the radiation pattern. Therefore, we may 
conclude that the radiation patterns depend slightly on the ratio 62/6；. ( For the 
circular disk antenna, we may consider 92/61 = ©o 
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Fig. 3-6(a) TMii mode E-plane pattern of annular ring antenna on a sphere 
= 4cm, e, = 2.32, Gj/Gi 二 1.5 
a : bfk�= 0.3’ b : Z^A�= 0.6，c : bfk, = oo 
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Fig. 3-6(b) TMii mode H-plane pattern of annular ring antenna on a sphere 
办02 = 4cm, = 2.32, = 1.5 
a : bfko = 0.3，b : bfk�= 0.6’ c : bfk�= oo 
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Fig. 3-7(a) TMii mode E-plane pattern of annular ring antenna on a sphere 
bQi = 4cm, = 2.32, 62/81 = 2.0 
bfk。： 0.3, \ i . . b f k � = 0.6，c : Z^A, = 00 
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Fig. 3-7(b) TMii mode H-plane pattern of annular ring antenna on a sphere 
b^i = 4cm, = 2.32, 62/81 = 2.0 
I bfk�= 0.3’ b : "Ao = 0.6’ c : Z7A0 = 00 
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Fig. 3-8(a) T M i 2 mode E-plane pattern of annular ring antenna on a sphere 
办02 = 4 c m， = 2.32, Gj/Gi = 1.5 
a : = 0.6, h : b/X,= 1.0’ c : b/k, = ^ 
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Fig. 3-8(b) T M i2 mode H-pIane pattern of annular ring antenna on a sphere 
= 4cm, e, 二 2.32，O^Q, = 1.5 
a : 6 /X�= 0.6’ b : b/X^= 1.0，c : bfk。=的 
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Fig. 3-9(a) T M i2 mode E-plane pattern of annular ring antenna on a sphere 
= 4cm, e, = 2.32，62/9, = 2.0 
a :办从。=0.6，h : 1.0’ c : = -
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Fig. 3-9(b) TMi2 mode H-plane pattern of annular ring antenna on a sphere 
= 4cm, e, = 2 . 3 2 ， = 2.0 
么..bfk。= 0.6’ h bfk。= 1.0，c : = o o 
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3.3 
SpectraC domain approacfi 
3.3.1 General formulation 
The cavity model approach described in the last section is unable to 
evaluate the substrate effect on the radiation of the patch on a sphere. Significant 
error may be resulted if the substrate thickness is comparable with wavelength. 
In this section, we investigate rigorously the effects of the dielectric substrate 
and of the curvature of the spherical ground on the far field radiation, resonant 
frequency and Q-factor of a circular disk antenna on a sphere using the spectral 
domain method. This method can also be used to verify the accuracy of the 
simple cavity model approach. 
To begin with the dyadic Green's function of a metal sphere covered 
with a dielectric substrate is formulated in the spectral domain. In this approach, 
an equivalent surface current is used to replace the antenna patch, then the 
surface current is the source of radiation. The electromagnetic fields in terms 
of vector potentials in various layers are first determined. Boundary conditions 
on the interface of the layers are then used to find out the unknown coefficients 
of these vector potentials. Finally, a dyadic Green's function in the spectral 
domain is obtained. 
In section 3.3.2, complex resonant frequencies of a circular disk microstrip 
antenna mounted on a spherical conductor are evaluated using Galerkin's method. 
A homogeneous matrix equation is first obtained by expanding the surface 
current in terms of a set of basis functions. Then, the resulting equation is 
weighted with each basis function. 
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In section 3.3.3, far field patterns of the circular disk microstrip antenna arc 
derived asymptotically by taking the observation point to infinity. 
In section 3.3.4’ the transformation of surface current distribution for a 
circular disk microstrip antenna is given. It should be mentioned that the set of 
current is obtained from cavity model theory. Also, it can be proved that the field 
pattern obtained using cavity model theory in section 3.2.1 can be obtained using 
this approach by taking the limit of thin dielectric, i.e 
Finally, in section 3.3.5，the effects of the curvature as well as of the 
dielectric substrate permittivity and thickness are illustrated with some numerical 
examples. 
The geometry of the patch antenna mounted on a sphere is shown in 
Fig. 3-10. Although the following derivation is generally true for any shape of 
patches, the circular disk microstrip antenna will be analysed. In this figure, a 
metallic sphere of radius a is covered with a dielectric substrate of thickness h=b-a 
(Region 1)，permittivity e! and permeability }i�. Outer region (region 2) is a free 
space with permittivity e � a n d permeability }i�. A metallic patch is printed on the 
surface of the dielectric substrate. The metallic sphere and the patch are assumed 
to be a perfect conductor. The thickness of the disk is negligible as it is small 
compared with wavelength. 
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Fig. 3-10 Geometry of a circular disk on the surface of a sphere 
Based on the above assumptions, the radiator is replaced by an assumed 
surface current distribution 人 at r二b. The field is assumed varying harmonically 
as e�収 and suppressed. 
In a source-free region, the field components can be calculated from two 
auxiliary functions. They are the electric A/ and magnetic F/ potentials which 
generate a transverse magnetic to r (TM) field and a transverse electric (TE) to 
r field respectively. These functions satisfy the scalar Helmholtz equation in 
spherical coordinates so that they can be expressed in terms of spherical 
harmonics [29]. 
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In region 1 ( a<r<b )， two spherical Bessel functions are needed to represent 
the solution as there are two boundaries to be matched. In addition, the associated 
Legendre function of the first kind is used to construct the solution as the field 
is finite at 9=0 and 兀.Hence, we write 
= I [A )H'l\kr) + B{n )H'^\kr)]p:(cos 9) 
n = m 
=广' i [C{n)H':\kr) + D (n)H'^\kr)]P：(cos 9) ( 3 - 5 6 ) 
n = m 
Similarly, in region 2 (r>Z?), spherical Hankel function of the second kind is 
used as it represents an outward travelling wave. 
n - m 
尸 々 = ? — S F(n)H^^\k,r)P:(cosQ) ( 3 - 5 7 ) 
n = m ^ 
where the coefficients A(n), B(n), C(n), D(n), E(n) and F(n) are functions of the 
harmonic order n. 
The transverse field components can be obtained by Eq.(3-19) 
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In region 2， 
+ 丄 E � ( 明 ja^or " ° ) ae � 
f -pjrn^ ur NZ7(2V, �^/^"(COS 9) 匕 L ————— 
mico . … � 
/ 
ycojio厂 ‘、） 39 ) 
一 ’ , ) O c � s e ) ) ( 3 - 5 8 ) 
In region 1，the set of equation is similar to Eq.(3-58) except that 
E{n)Hf{kj) is replaced by A{n)H^^{kr) + B{n)Hf{kr) 
and F{n)Hf{k,r) is replaced by C{n)H^;^{kr)+D{n)H^^\kr) 
To simplify the problem, the transverse fields are expressed in the form of 
Vector Legendre series (see appendix IE). The transform pair is defined in matrix 
form : 
尸(e)= i L{n,m,^)F{n) 
n = m 
_ 1 fx一 
戶⑷=^r^;^J�r("，爪，e)F(e)sin_ ( 3 - 5 9 ) 
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where F{Q) and Fin) are column matrix and L(n,m,Q) is a 2x2 matrix 
X m = J L^J 
赫 — ， - �� 1 F(n)=-
“aocose) -jmP^jcosej 
Tr AN sin 0 
y . < ( c o s e ) a o c o s e ) (⑷） 
_ sine ^ _ 
Also, 椒 ; = _ + …)! 
、，” {2A + l)(n-m)\ 
Therefore, by suppressing the term —爪中，we have 
~ 一 y tutiA 
1 二 1 
‘ k -
礼 r) 
泛 一 “ ° ) 2= 1 
- k -
fr J^V^or “ \ o ) 
" 2 = ( 3 - 6 1 ) 
The unknown coefficients A(n) through F(n) has to be solved together with 
the boundary conditions: 
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(i) Tangential electric field vanishes on the surface of a sphere 
(ii) Tangential electric field is continuous across the interface of air and 
dielectric substrate 
(iii) The discontinuity of the magnetic field across the interface of air and 
dielectric substrate is equal to the surface current 
or in mathematical form 
• 
(1) r XE1 = 0 on the surface r =a 
(ii) r = 0 on the surface r=b 
• • I • > —• 
(iii) on the surface r =b (3 — 62) 
From (i) 
then £\(0) = O 
From the definition of 五i(e)’ we have 
oo 5： = 0 for all 9 
n = m 
Hence E,in) = 0 ( 3 - 6 3 ) 
From the boundary condition (ii), 
then £\(e)=五 2(e) 
From the definition of £"(6), we have 
Z L(n，m，Q)S如)=Z L(n,ni,Q)E^(n) for all 9 
汽=啊 n = m 
Hence E,(n) = E,(n) ( 3 - 6 4 ) 
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For boundary condition (iii) 
/ V e ) - "朽 ( e w e ( e ) 
‘and " s ^ W - z v e w / e ) 
then 人=[？ 
oo ^^ 1 ^ then lZ(n’m’Q)l(n)= ~ S L(n,m,d)[H,(n) - H,(n)] for all 9 
Hence ( 3 - 6 5 ) 
From Eq. (3-63), the relation between inward and outward waves inside the 
dielectric substrate can be determined. In this equation, the tangential electric field 
is vanished on the surface of the metallic sphere. 
E,(n) = 0 
[A � ( � + 5 � 众 的 or ‘ 二 0 
全[C � / ^ i ! ) 阿 + D � 
or B(n) = -a^,,A{n) 
刚 = ⑷ 
where 
� ( 3 - 6 6 ) 
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Therefore, the field in the dielectric substrate and in the free space become 
^ ^ 物)H / ( r ) 
1= 1 
； C � H J r ) 
应 = J 零 0 广 
-^A(nmr) 
-^E(n)H/(r) 
_ K 1 -——F(/2)H/(r) 
权2= (3-67) 
where 
By subjecting boundary conditions Eq. (3-64) and (3-65) to the spectral 
field components, we have 
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一 —. 厂 _ 
灿 拟 刚 聊 ) 
1 - 1 -C(n)n^ikb) J 
and 
,「0 - 彻 
广Li 0 � 1 1 
By eliminating the amplitude coefficients A(n) through F(n), we have 
•I =7应 (3 - 6 8 ) 
where F is a diagonal matrix 
= = ] � H /⑷一广 i I ^ T ^ 0 
- A H/(Z?) (3 一 69) 
and 
( 3 - 7 0 ) 
3.3.2 Complex resonant frequency 
In this part, a homogeneous matrix equation is derived using Galerkin's 
method. The solution of the matrix equation is called complex resonant frequency 
which can be used to evaluate the resonant frequency as well as the Q-factor 
of the antenna. 
From section 3.3.1, the dyadic Green's function is derived as : 
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Js=yE 
or E = Zl ( 3 -71 ) 
= where Z = Y 
In applying Galerkin's method, the surface current is expanded by a set 
of basis functions 
~ N ~ 
又 = S d j j ^ j 
j 
Hence (3 -72 ) 
j 
We take the same set of basis function as the weighting function and 
defining the inner product as : ( see appendix III) 
�A，5�= S A\n)B{n)S{n,m) ( 3 -73) 
n=m 
After defining the inner product, the right hand side of Eq. (3-72) is taken 
with each weighting function, we get 
j 
or i j : ,S{n,m)E= S T - J { n , m ) \ ^ a l j } (3 -74) 
n=m n=m L)"^」 
The right-hand-side of Eq. (3-74) becomes 
Jo 
by Parseval's Theorem. 
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The above integral vanishes as the surface current and the elcciric field arc 
complementary to each other on the surface r^b. 
Therefore, Eq. (3-74) becomes 
iV 厂 � o “ 
2：…Z = 0 ( 3 - 7 5 ) 
J \-n=m � 
In matrix form 
[P][A] = 0 ( 3 - 7 6 ) 
以1 
(h 
where [ A ] = 
肌d i T M n . m ^ h , ( 3 - 7 7 ) 
/I =們 
For the existence of non-trivial solution to the homogeneous equation 
Eq. (3-76), the determinant of [ P ] should be vanished, i.e., 
DET [P] 二 0 
In general，the solution, denoted as co, of this equation is complex where the 
imaginary part of the resonant frequency 3 (CO) accounts for the radiation loss of 
the antenna. The real part of the solution is the resonant frequency of the 
antenna. In mathematical form, we have 
00, = 
^ ^(co) 
2 二 麻 （3-78) 
Also，from Eq. (3-75), we observe that the matrix [ P � i s ymmetric. 
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3.3.3 Far field radiation pattern 
Apart form the searching of complex resonant frequency, the spectral domain 
approach can be used to evaluate the far field patterns. From Eq. (3-61), the 
electric field in spectral domain is expressed as 
~ _ ja^or 
1 
；：厂⑷ H i ( r ) 
Eliminating the spectral coefficients E(n) and F(n) with Eq. (3-64) and (3-65)， 
we have 
'b H / ( r ) _ 
. r W ^ ) ' 
E,-
二 
一 0 b Hi(r) 
- 厂 
Therefore, by the relationship between the spectral domain and spatial 
domain expressions, the spatial domain electric field is given by 
-办 H / ( r ) 0 ‘ 
^ _ Jm^ V Tr m r 
X l u / � 五 (3 - 79) 
… Q b HiO") 
- ^ H ^ . 
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For der iv ing far f ield pat tern, the observat ion point (r ,e,( | )) is taken to 
inf in i ty . T h e Hanke l func t ion b e c o m e s an osci l la t ing func t ion 
H 丨(厂 
二广丨 
— ( 3 - 8 0 ) 
As a result，the far field in the spatial domain is 
� 1 “ 
E ——be力〒 Tf m . ” ^ ^ ^ . 匕 i-e — X L(/i,m,纳J . E 
/ n = m / 0 L Hi � -
— 
女 1 0 
o r F 一广j—be � ^ = 
o r h ^ - e — — Z • z 人 ( 3 - 8 1 ) 
0 — ^ ― 
L Hi(zo_ 
as E ^ Z J ^ 
3.3.4 Current distribution 
In evaluating the complex resonant frequency in section 3.3.2 and the far 
f ie ld patterns in section 3.3.3, the surface current distribution on the antenna patch 
must be chosen first. 
In section 3.3,2, the source current distribution is approximated by a set of 
basis functions. Theoretically, an infinite number of basis functions should be 
used to give an exact expansion of the surface current. However, only a few basis 
functions are adequate to provide a practical solution i f the basis functions are 
chosen appropriately. Furthermore’ as the current basis functions should be 
transformed in the process of evaluating the complex resonant frequency, it is 
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convenient to choose an expression that is transformable into a closed form. 
In section 3.3.3 for deriving the radiation patterns, although it is possible to 
approximate the surface current from a set of basis functions obtained from 
section 3.3.2, the difference of using a single mode approximation and using a set 
of basis functions is not significant [29]. Therefore, in section 3.3.3, only the 
dominant mode current will be used to calculate the radiation patterns. 
In the analysis, the cavity model theory [2] is employed to approximate the 
surface current distribution. The cavity is depicted in Fig. 3-11’ in which, the 
region between the antenna patch and the ground is considered as bounded by 
electric walls on the top and the bottom, and by a magnetic wall on the side. 
magnetic wall 
V ^ circular disk a门ten门a 
metallic sphere ’ . . 
dielectric 
substrate 
Fig. 3-11 Cavity model approximation 
Using this approximation, the surface current on the circular disk operated 
at THnv mode and TE^, mode can be obtained using the magnetic vector potential 
and the electric vector potential’ respectively. 
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TM,nv mode 
/V = C ( c o s 9) [KjSkr) + K.Y^kr)] e— 
二 0 (3 - 82) 
where K � a n d are unknown coefficients. 
The surface current of the patch is governed by the boundary condition: 
= (3-83) 
Using Eq. (3-19),i.e., 
1 dA, H =~~- ： 9 r sin 9 5(() 
^ r ae 
We have H, = [Kj^{kr) + K^Y^kr)]广巾P:(cos 0) 
皿d H广、[KjSkr) + K . Y X k r ) ] , • 冲 ( 3 一 ^ ^^ 
As a result, the current distribution is 
T aPr(cos9) _ 
, � , m J • 6 < e � 
(e) 二 � : ( c o s e ) ( 3 - 8 6 ) 
Lsin 0 _ 
� 0 e > 0 . 
In the surface current expression，the parameter v still not defined. This 
parameter is defined using the boundary condition of /q = 0 at the edge of the 
disk. Therefore 
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3 厂 r (cose) 二 0 
or / r ( c o s e j 二 0 (3 — 87) 
where v is the unknown of the equation. 
The resonant frequency can be determined using the boundary condition at 
r = and At 厂 二 a and b, the tangential electric field vanishes, i.e. E^ 二 0. 
Using Eq. (3-19)，we have 
or [Kj:{kr) + K.YJikr)],•此?ose) 二 • 
Hence, we have 
[ K j : { k a ) + K^Y:{ka)] = 0 
[ K j j m + K^YJikb)] = 0 
For non-trivial solutions, 
J :{ka)Y:{kb) - j :{kb)Y:{ka) = 0 ( 3 - 8 8 ) 
where k is the unknown of this transcendental equation and the resonant frequency 
is then given by: 
Jcc 
, = ( 3 - 8 9 ) 
Similarly，the surface current operated at TE^, mode can be obtained using 
the electric vector potential 
Fr = C ( c o s 0) {KjSkr ) + K j S k r ) \ e— 
乂 = 0 (3-90) 
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Utilising the same set of boundary conditions and governing equations, wc 
have 
r 加 p - / m 
—户 “ c o s e ) 
广，)二 dP:(cosQ) e<e� （3_91) 
L ^ ~ � 
0 e � e � 
P^{cosQJ = 0 ( 3 - 9 2 ) 
J^(ka)YXkb) - JSkb)Y^ika) = 0 ( 3 - 9 3 ) 
From the definition of vector Legendre series, the amplitude coefficient of 
the TM^v surface current is obtained from 
^TM 1 r 冗= m 
Js - '^(0)sin0^9 
o {n ,/7i) Jo 
9 a p r ( c o s e ) ‘ 
= Z("，爪，⑴ / 爪 的 s i n _ ( 3 - 9 4 ) 
In the above equation, there are two integrals to be evaluated, they are 
1 一上 L ^ ^ 户 r ( c o s e ) p r ( c o s e ) s ine^e 
r ' f ^C(cos9) / - : ( cos9) aP:(cos9) / - : (cos9)1 . … � 
2 7 J � L ae ^ I ^ ^ J s m e a e 
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With reference to the 叩pendix I，the first integral is 
二（1 一 c o s 2 e � ) _ + , ) C ( c o s 9 J P r ( c o s 9 J ( 3 - 9 5 ) 
For the second integral, we have 
l2=加[戶：(cose)/^:(cose)]|� 
= > P : ( c o s 0 J P ; ( c o s e j ( 3 - 9 6 ) 
as /^r(l) = 0. 
Therefore, the transformed surface current of TM^^ mode is 
,〜A、_ 1 p i 
In the transformation of the TE^, mode surface current, although the 
expression Eq. (3-91) is similar to that of the THn, mode, Eq. (3-86), the 
transformed expression is different as the boundary conditions of the THn, and 
TE^v modes are different. For the TE^, mode, the expansion coefficients are 
expressed as 
� = ‘ J T b ， 爪 ， s i n _ 
— 1 广 = ^ 久 （ C O S � 
= ^ ^ J � 帥，-， e ) a Q c o s e ) ( 3 - 9 7 ) 
The two integrals to be evaluated are 
1 -im r ' f a厂(cose)C(cose) a p ; ( c o s 0 ) p ; ( c o s 0 ) l 
1 一 n ^ —^ + ——— sinddQ 
L dd sine ae s i n e � 
一 f ' f 5 / ' : ( cos0 )a /> : ( cos0 ) 1 
2 一 — J � L ^ ^ ~ + ^ O c o s e ) / C ( c o s e ) ] sin _ 
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The results are: 
i i = M P : ( c o s e ) " : ( c o s e ) ] i : � = 0 
( 3 - 9 6 ) 
and 
I2 = (1 - c o s ^ e ) P : ( c o s 9 J P : - ( c o s 9 j ( ( : : : + 1,) 1 � } ( 3 - 9 9 ) 
A2 O2 + 1) — V (V + 1) J 
as = 0 and p : (cos GJ = 0. 
3.3.5 Limiting case of thin dielectric substrate 
In section 3.2，the radiation pattern is solved based on cavity model theory. 
In this section, radiation pattern is obtained using spectral domain method with 
surface current approximated by cavity model theory. Now, we are going to show 
that the results derived in section 3.1 can be achieved by the spectral domain 
approach using single mode approximation of surface current and assuming the 
dielectric substrate thickness to be very thin. 
In Eq. (3-81) for the far field radiation, only the term Z and 
0 
0 丄 L H,(d)_ 
are functions of the thickness of dielectric substrate. In the matrix Z, we use the 
first order approximation in expanding the elements. As Z = y~\ we consider 
‘ H , ( 3 ) H,(d) -
J。！V � J i p v � 
一 0 H / � p y � 
L J�H丨⑷一"iH2机 
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The first tenn of j j , is 
J�Hi'⑷力 
for small h where b=a+k. For the second term, Taylor series expansions are used 
to approximate the spherical Hankel functions 
^nXfcb) ^ + khHl>\ka) (3 - 98) 
with /=1,2. As a result 
= J ^ � W ' ^ k a ) + ))Hf\ka) 
) + hkHf\ka 成>)] 
二 ！^)[把)彻、合 > ) - ) 化 ) 彻 � ’ 
二 W m [ 丁 J 釋】1,2，“】2! 
where W is the Wronskian determinant 
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Similarly, 
- 彻 ) + hkH?\ka))Hf\ka) 
= [ 仗 如 ^ H ^ i k a ) — fl，、ka)H^l\ka)] 
(see appendix II) 
ikaf 零一，“一） 
Therefore, 
. - y y W {kaf ( 1 ) 
L - 7 y � H / ⑷—广 + ( 3 - 9 9 ) 
For the element y公 the first term is 
o � J o Hi � 
In the second term of the element we have to evaluate and H^ CZ?). 
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H\\ka) 
- [ ( 片 i � > ) + hkH'：�“�ka) 
= ^ ^ [ " ^ ( � ” ' ( � “ ^ ’ � ) — ) ] 
= ^ W W � H � \{ 
H^\ka) ( � i , 2 ，"一 2 J 
Similarly, 
- [ ( 坎 1 W ) + hkH'^\ka))Hf{ka) 
- ? ( � + M/?，(⑷)》。(圳] 
二 一 
(…2，" 一 乂 丁 J 
Therefore … 喘 ( ？ - 腦 ） 
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As 
z = r 
[ 丄 0 ] 
二少11 
二 0 丄 
L yizl 
We have Z�, = i 
. • 
jhk[n{n + \)-{kaf\ 
^ ^ ( 3 - 陶 
Z22 - H ^ Z -jY / -
“ 。 H 洲 T J 从 
jhk 
一 7；" (3-102) 
Therefore, Eq. (3-81) becomes 
, 「丄 0 ‘ 
五 2 = , 0 � i r ( « ， 爪 ， � r ^ n 0 1 
0 ^ Lo t J s 
L Hi � — or 
E 二 __1 y .” ( 乙 9 ) ( 乙 12^ 22>/ 
� r n=J + 
� r n=J H/(Z?) + U,(b) 
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Subs t i tu t ing m=l and (kaf = viv + 1) ( see appendix IV) into these equations 
and rea r rang ing of terms, the electr ic f ield c o m p o n e n t s are der ived as fo l lows : 
f厂 [一M / \ ! ( c o s e j ]户力 - ( 2 / 1 + 1) . j / ^ i (cose ) /^ ; (cose j 
L J 2 r … + sine 
JP'/icos0)P^(cos0J s i n 2 s i n e" 
丑 r [ 書 J ( c o s e j ] ( 力 - ( 2 ^ + 1) . j / M ' ( c o s e ) / > > o s e j s i n e 
( 3 - 1 0 3 ) 
H?\Ka) sin^ _ 
Comparing Eq. (3-54) and Eq. (3-103), we observed that^e and五• obtained 
here are identical to those obtained using cavity model apart from the magnitudes. 
3.3.6 Results and discussions 
In this section, the effects of dielectric substrate and the size of the sphere 
on the Q-factor, resonant frequency and radiation patterns of a circular disk 
antenna are illustrated with some practical examples. 
Radiation patterns 
The dimensions of the circular disk patch antenna to be considered are : 
radius of the circular disk = 2cm, the relative electric permittivity of the 
substrates are 1.06，2.32 and 9.8. The radiation patterns of the TM„ mode of the 
circular disk antenna are computed for several values of a, radius of the metallic 
sphere，h, thickness of the dielectric substrate, and e” relative dielectric 
permittivity of the substrate. The results are plotted in Fig. 3-11 through 3-18. 
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In Fig. 3-11, the normalized E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of� tf ic 
™ i i mode are plotted for different values of b, b/X, = 0.3，0.5 and 0.7, with 
=1.06. the planar case (a=oo) is plotted for comparison. The radiation patterns of 
a circular disk antenna on a planar ground are calculated by Hankel domain full 
wave analysis [14]. When the radius of the sphere increases, the side lobe and 
back lobe levels drop rapidly. The main lobe approaches to the case of a=oo when 
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Fig. 3-11(a) Normalized E-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different sphere radius, e, = 1.06, bQ�= 2cm and h=l.5Smm 
curve a: bfk�= 0.3，curve b: b/X�= 0.5’ curve c: b/X, = 0.7 
curve d : bfk�= « (using full wave method) 
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Fig. 3-11(b) Normalized H-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different sphere radius, 8, = 1.06, b^, = 2cm and ;i=1.58mm 
curve a: bfk, = 0.3，curve b: bfk。= 0.5，curve c: bfk。= 0.7 
curve d : bfk。= oo (using full wave method) 
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Fig. 3-12 show the radiation patterns for different values of a , pararnctr ic 
values are same as the previous case shown in Fig. 3-11 except e, = 2.32. In this 
case, back lobe level decreases much slower with increasing radius of sphere. 
0 
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Fig. 3-12(a) Normalized E-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different sphere radius, e, = 2.32, bO, = 2cm and /z=1.58mm 
curve a: b f k � = 0.3’ curve b: b r k � = 0.5, curve c: hfk, = 0.7 
curve d : b f k � - « (using full wave method) 
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Fig. 3-12(b) Normalized H-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different sphere radius，8, = 2.32，bQ�= 2cm and ;2=1.58mm 
curve a: bfk, = 0.3’ curve b: bfk。= 0.5, curve c: bfk, = 0.7 
curve d : b f k � = oo (using full wave method) 
Fig. 3-13 and 3-14 show the far field radiation patterns for substrate with 
dielectric constant of 1.06 and different values of thickness. Comparing the results 
computed by the present method with the previous one based on cavity model 
together with magnetic cuirent radiation on a sphere, it can be concluded that the 
two methods agree with each other asymptotically when the thickness of the 
substrate is very thin. The method using cavity model theory is derived by 
neglecting the substrate effect and is applicable for the case of thin substrate. It 
is observed that the patterns change slightly with respect to the dielectric thickness 
for the case of low dielectric constant. 
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Fig. 3-13(a) Normalized E-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, e, = 1.06, b e � = 2cm and b/k, = 0.3 
curve a: /i = 3.16mm, curve b: h = 1.58mm, curve c: h = 0.79mm 
curve d : /i = 0 (using cavity model theory) 
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Fig. 3-13(b) Normalized H-pIane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, e, = 1.06，bQ�= 2cm and b /X�= 0.3 
curve a: /i = 3.16mm，curve b: /z = 1.58mm, curve c: h = 0.79mm 
curve d : ；! = 0 (using cavity model theory) 
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Fig. 3-14(a) Normalized E-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, e, = 1.06, bG。= 2cm and bfk。= 0.7 
curve a: /z = 3.16mm, curve b: h = 1.58mm，curve c: h = 0.79mm 
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Fig. 3-14(b) Normalized H-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, 8, = 1.06’ b Q � = 2cm and bfk, = 0.7 
curve X h = 3.16mm，curve b: h = 1.58mm, curve c: h = 0.79mm 
curve d : h = 0 (using cavity model theory) 
In Fig. 3-15 and 3-16，the parameters are the same as that in Fig. 3-13 and 
3-14 respectively except for £广 By comparing these two sets of graphs, it can be 
observed that the effect of dielectric substrate on the radiation patterns may be 
varied significantly with thickness for the case of high dielectric constant. 
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Fig. 3-15(a) Normalized E-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, e, = 2.32，bQ。= 2cm and bfk。= 0.3 
curve a: /i = 3.16mm, curve b: h = 1.58mm, curve c: h = 0.79mm 
curve d : /z = 0 (using cavity model theory) 
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Fig. 3-15(b) Normalized H-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, e, = 2.32, bQ。= 2cm and b/X。= 0.3 
curve X h = 3.16mm，curve b: h = 1.58mm, curve c: h = 0.79mm 
curve d : /i = 0 (using cavity model theory) 
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Fig. 3-16(a) Normalized E-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, e. = 2.32’ b Q � = 2cm and bfK = 0.7 
curve a: /z = 3.16mm, curve b: ；: = 1.58mm, curve c: h = 0.79mm 
curve d : h = 0 (using cavity model theory) 
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Fig. 3-16(b) Normalized H-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, e, = 2.32, b Q � = 2cm and bfK, = 0.7 
curve X h = 3.16mm’ curve b: h = 1.58mm, curve c: h = 0.79mm 
curve d : /z = 0 (using cavity model theory) 
Fig. 3-17 shows the variation of the far field radiation patterns for substrate 
with a dielectric constant of 9.8 and different values of thickness. From Fig. 3-13 
to 3-17，it is concluded that the side lobe and back lobe levels may increase with 
dielectric substrate thickness when a patch is mounted on a spherical surface. 
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Fig. 3-17(a) Normalized E-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, e, = 9.8，bQ。= 2cm and b/X。= 0.2 
curve a: h = 1.275mm, curve b: /z = 0.635mm, curve c: h = 0.254mm 
curve d : h = 0 (using cavity model theory) 
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Fig. 3-17(b) Normalized H-plane pattern of circular disk antenna 
for different dielectric substrate thickness, = 9.8，bQ。= 2cm and bfk。= 0.2 
curve a: /i = 1.275mm, curve b: h = 0.635mm, curve c: h = 0.254mm 
curve d : /z = 0 (using cavity model theory) 
Resonant frequency and Q-factor 
In this part, numerical results are obtained to demonstrate the effects of the 
spherical conductor on the resonant frequency and quality factor (Q-factor) of the 
circular patch microstrip antenna. The results, resonant frequency and Q-factor, 
are determined from the complex resonant frequency, Eq. (3-78). 
In Fig. 3-19(a) and (b), the resonant frequencies and Q-factors of the TM" 
mode are displayed as a function of the dielectric substrate thickness. The curves 
correspond to different number of surface current modes. It can be observed that 
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Fig. 3-19(a) Resonant frequency with different number of basis current 
= 2.32，be, = 2cm，a = 5cm 
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Fig. 3-19(b) Q-factor with different number of basis current 
= 2.32’ be, = 2cm, a = 5cm 
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Fig. 3-20(a) and (b) shows the resonant frequencies and Q-factor for different 
radius of the metallic sphere with e. = 2.32. From these graphs, we observed that 
the curved surface reduces the effective radius and increases the radiation loss of 
the antenna. 
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This thesis presents some original studies on the design of microstrip 
antennas on planar and spherical surfaces. The radiation characteristics of 
microstrip antenna mounted on planar and spherical surfaces are analysed by the 
spectral domain method. In the planar case, the Q-factors and resonant frequencies 
of circular disk and annular ring microstrip antennas with a superstrate and of 
circular disk microstrip antenna with a tuned airgap are evaluated. For microstrip 
antenna with a tuned airgap, the theoretical data is compared with the available 
data. The results agree with the experimental data with acceptable accuracy. The 
results shows that there is a significant change in the bandwidth and resonant 
frequency of a microstrip antenna. Hence, the analysis of the effect of superstrate 
is necessary whenever a superstrate is added to a microstrip antenna. 
In the case of microstrip antenna mounted on a spherical surface, both 
radiation patterns, Q-factors and resonant frequencies are calculated. In the 
calculation of radiation patterns, wraparound, circular disk and annular rina 
antennas are evaluated by the cavity model theory. On the other hand, the radiation 
patterns，Q-factors and resonant frequencies of a circular disk antenna are also 
calculated by the spectral domain method. It can be proved that the cavity model 
result is a special case of that obtained by the spectral domain method when the 
thickness of the substrate is much small then the wavelength. By comparing the 
results of the two methods, it may conclude that the effect of dielectric substrate 
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S^sociatecC Le^endre functions 
The following properties of the associated Legendre function are frequently 
used in writing computer code [22]. 
General properties 
dP\x) 
(1 一 ？ ( V + 1)P:_,{X) ( I - l ) 
(x) 
/ > ： ( . ) ( 1 — 2 ) 
尸…⑴ (1-3) 
f . _ \ 
P,(x)=F + (1-4) 
V 丄） 
where F is the Hypergeometric function. 
Orthogonal property 
In the process of transformation of surface current on curved surface, the 
following identities are used ( Eq. (3-95) and Eq. (3-99) )• 
In TM mode 
� Y 3/^:(cose)ap;(cose)爪之 i 
Jo L ~ ^ ^ + ^户 r ( c o s e ) / C ( c o s e ) s in0^0 = 
2 y Cy -f. 2 ) 
—COS 户：(cose�)/r(cosej (I一5) 
with P n c o s e j = 0 
Appendix I - l 
In TE mode 
� Y 3 ^ ( c o s e ) a ) p r ( c o s e ) m^ 1 
Jo L ^ ^ 户 r ( c o s e ) / a c o s e ) s ine"e 二 
一 (1 一 c o s 2 e j •咖； + i / : ( c o s e j / r ( c o s e j ( i - 6 ) 
with P " ( c o s e j = 0 
The proof is given as follows: 
� Y a p : ( c o s e ) a p ; ( c o s e ) m" 1 
丄 L ^ ^ + ^户：(cose)C(cose) sin 0^9 (1-7) 
Let x = c o s 0 , j i = O c o s 0 ) and = /^;(cos0), then 
dx = - s i n 0<i0 
义o = c o s e � 
I - r f n ？、办 1 办 r n ' L 
The and >^2 satisfy the differential equation for the associated Legendre 
function, i.e., 
( 1 - 尝 尝 + h + ” - t S > I = � a - 9 ) 
2 d^y! 办2 爪 2 “ 
+ a - 1 0 ) 
Appendix 1-5 
Multiplying the first differential equation by and the second equat ion by 
)，丨 and adding together the two equations, we have 
L dx"- 办2」 L 2 办 dx_ 
+ [n{n + 1 ) + v ( v + 1 ) ] 3 ； 1 力 一 从 二 Q 
1 - X 
+ l) + v(v + 1)]从一 ^ ^ 从 二 0 
1 - X 
Integrating both sides from x � t o 1 and rearranging of terms, we have 
r f n 2�办 1 办2 m" _ 
丄丄(1 一 幻 石 石 + 似 
1 1 
+ [ n ( n + l)-hv{v-hl)] y,y^dx\ G 一 
For the R.H.S. of Eq. ( M l ) , the first term becomes 
(1-12) 
V 办 吐 。 
Appendix 1-5 
For the second term, it is evaluated by multiplying Eq. (1-8) by and Eq. (I-力 
by ->'2, adding together the two equations and then integrating it from to 1, we 
have 
n 一 /、， d ' y , ^ f dy,办 U 一义）y2—r-y,——--2x y , — — - v , ~ -I ^ ' dx^) K^dx 
/ / « , \ N 
d M 2� d y. 
广 1 (1—义） V “ d x ) I 
or y^y^^ = . ( 丄 n -
八 [n{n + l ) - v ( v + 1) 
Therefore, the second term of Eq. (I-11) becomes 
[ _ + l ) + v ( v + l ) ] 门— J ^ 心 2 V 
+ 1 ) - v ( v + 1)](丄一义 
； therefore 叫 , [ " ( … ) + v(v + 1)] 
2 I ( 2 办 dx ) |/2(" + l)-V(V + l)] 
( i - . ^ ) L ^ a , 
^ ^ ^ J � 
As a result, for the case of TM mode, we have 
p:\cosQJ = 0 or = 0 
I = (1 - c o s 2 e � ) _ ； ;矿 : ( c o s e J / r ( c o s e j 
(1-14) 
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For the case of TE mode 
/ ^ : ( c o s e j = 0 or y^CxJ-O 
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Some properties of the spherical Bessel function which has been used are 
stated below : 
力 V⑴二 力 v - i W - � v - 2 � ai-1) 
B : { x ) = B ^ _ , { x ) - - B S X ) ( I I - 2 ) 
Second derivative of Bessel function 
In the derivation of Eq. (3-99), the following relation have been used: 
where i = (1) or (2) 
Proof : 
For a Bessel function 5乂z)’ it satisfies the following differential equation 
[22]: 
吼 ， 2 2 
z + -々召” 01-4) 
2d'( r r . ] d f r r ) f r iv^ r r � r z ^ H V y 如 石 [ 々 臺 4 卜 〔 „ + 切 必 , = 0 (11-5) 
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and we have 
彩 ) 普 - i V I 、 
and • ” ) 普 - 臉 + 緒 
After some rearrangements, Eq. (II-5) becomes 
D “ 4- . 
Bn = J~2 Ba (II - 6) 
end of proof 
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J^ppenc{i?c I I I 
"l^ector Legendre series 
In solving the fields of an antenna on a spherical surface, vector Legendre 
series is defined. The properties of this series are summarized below ： 
The series is defined as 
/ ^ ( e ) 二 Z L(n,m,Q)F(n) (iJi-\) n = m , 
^^ ；^ / o ，爪，e)F(e) s in e J e ( i n - 2) 
where F(e) and F(n) are column matrix and Z(n，m,Q�is a 2x2 matrix 
F ( 0 ) = ‘ 
L (JJ 
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F{n)= ？ L (JU 
dP^jcosQ) -X(cose)-
TV m s i ^ 
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_ sin 9 ^ _ 
Also, er^ X _ 2n(n + l){n+my. 
Proof : 
Multiplying Eq. (III-l) with L(l,m,Q) sin 0 and integrating the result from 0 
to 71’ the R.H.S. becomes 
« > r K 
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/I = m J q 
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where 
_ � f 3厂厂(cose)3/r(cose)爪 2 1 
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Therefore, the R.H.S becomes 
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end of proof 
Perserval theorem 
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J却pmdh^ IV 
Hiesonant frequency reCation for thin dMectric 
In deriving the Eq. (3-103), the following relation have been used: 
{kaf = v{v + \) 
which relate the wavenumber k and the eigenvalue v when the thickness of 
dielectric substrate h is much less than the wavelength 
Proof : 
In a cavity mounted on a spherical surface, the wavenumber k satisfies the 
following equation 
J:{ka)Y:{kb)-j:{kb)Y:{ka) 二 0 
where b = a+h 
By Taylor's series expansion 
人'知）nV(/:“）+ / 2 / : } V ' ( 众 对 + = 0 
or J:{ka)Y:\ka)- f 久 = 0 
v{v + \)-{kaf � . . . or U : W S k a ) - Y : { k a V S k a ) ] = 0 
which is obtained with the equations shown in appendix II. 
As a result’ — ^ ~ ~ _ — w(J Y 、一 n 
0^3)2 2 J � …。山 + 
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as V n /…丄 + 
nka 
end of proof 
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